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Abstract

A common problem during the RF SC cavity tests in vertical cryostats is the breaking
of coaxial feedthroughs due to sparking between the outer and inner coaxials. This paper
shows a method to overcome this problem, together with the procedure employed to build the
coaxial cable RF feedthrough.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The evaluation technique generally used to qualify superconducting cavities is that to 
measure the cavity response to RF fields1). In this measurement the most important figure 
of merit is the value of the unloaded quality factor (Q0) as a function of the accelerating 
field (or of the peak electric or magnetic field), and of the cavity operating temperature. In 
the measurement apparatus, the cavity, suspended to an insert, is immersed in superfluid 
helium in a vertical cryostat. For RF measurements the cavity is inserted in a phase locked 
loop, and is connected to a power amplifier through a coaxial cable. A coaxial antenna 
performs the input power coupling, while another antenna (normally shorter than the 
former) works as a RF pick up to sample the cavity accelerating field. The incident, 
reflected and transmitted powers are measured, in order to evaluate to get the Q0 as a 
function of the accelerating field.  

 

 
FIG. 1: Broken feedthrough showing burst central pin 

 
As long as the cavity losses are proportional to the stored energy, the Q0 is nearly 

constant, but often, when the field raises, for cavities not limited by quench, the losses 
become strongly non linear (field emission, etc.), and the Q0 rapidly drops. In this condition 
most of the power is reflected and the maximum measured field should, in principle, 
depend on the maximum output power that the RF amplifier, protected by a circulator for 
mismatch, can deliver. In practice, in most of the cold test apparatuses, this limit of 
hundreds watts that is typical for a commercial UHF power amplifier, can not be achieved 
because of a lower power limit dictated by the RF coaxial feedthrough, placed on the 
cryostat upper flange, which connects the room temperature side and the cool side of the 
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apparatus. A typical limit of the order of 100 W has been observed for any high quality 
commercial, vacuum tight, coaxial feedthrough, in the N and 7/16” standards. This limit is 
determined by the low dielectric strength of the helium gas, at the usual operating 
conditions, that allows sparking between the inner and outer coaxials, in the internal part of 
the feedthrough. Sparks damage the connector, short-circuiting the two coaxials. An 
example of broken connector can be seen in figure 1. 

Of course when the connector is broken the signal transmission is lost, and the only 
way to go on with the cavity tests is to replace the broken connector with a new one. This 
tedious operation can be performed when working with liquid helium baths at T = 4.2 K 
and atmospheric pressure, but constitutes a problem when the cavity is operating in 
superfluid helium. Normally there are not sparking problems on the pick up connectors, 
due to the very low power transmitted. 

A trivial solution to this problem is to avoid the use of a coaxial feedthrough as the 
input power cryostat transition, and to directly connect the coaxial cable to the cavity input 
power port. This can be done putting the coaxial cable carrying the RF input power into a 
standard vacuum welding flange, then filling the empty space between the flange and the 
cable with an Epoxy resin, making it penetrating in a small region of the coaxial cable.  
The sketch of such an assembly is shown in figure 2 

 
FIG. 2: “Cable feedthrough” schematics 

 
2 PREPARATION 

In this paragraph we will show the procedure followed to realize a “coaxial cable 
type” RF feedthrough. The crucial point in the preparation of the cable is to guarantee a 
good penetration of the epoxy resin into the dielectric foam, keeping at minimum the 
damages to the external coaxial, otherwise the VSWR will rise up to very high values and 
most of the transmitted power will be lost. We will show that with our assembling method 
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the cable attenuation remains more or less the same as that shown in the constructor data 
sheet. 

 
2.1 Material 

RF coaxial cable, e.g. Andrew Heliax FSJ4-50B 
KF25 Welding Flange, length = 55 mm 
G10 Disc 
Two compounds Epoxy Resin, e.g. RS199-1468 
 
The RF cable is a ½” super flexible foam dielectric 50 Ω coaxial cable. The outer 

conductor is a 12 mm diameter corrugated copper coaxial. 
 

2.2 Method 
 

• Remove the external jacket from a small region of the cable, about 35 mm 
long. It is better to keep the room temperature side connector at a distance of 
approximately 30 – 40 cm far from this region. 

 
• Using a 1 mm spherical profile milling cutter make 8 small openings of about 

1.5 mm diameter on the contour of each corrugation of the removed skin 
external coaxial, as shown in figure 3. The holes have to be spaced of about 
20° in order to be uniformly distributed on the corrugation. For a better 
sealing is better not to align the holes on adjacent corrugation, but to offset 
them of about 10°. Repeat this operation on each corrugation in the removed 
jacket region.  

 
• Put the G10 disc into the KF25 welding flange and then put the coaxial cable 

inside, placing the O-Ring on the external jacket, in the cold, vacuum tight, 
side. The G10 disc has the external diameter equal to the welding flange 
internal diameter, and the internal diameter equal to the coaxial cable (with 
jacket) external diameter. Its purpose is to seal the welding flange when this 
is filled with fluid epoxy resin.  

 
• Keeping the welding flange and the cable assembly in vertical position, with 

the cold side up, put a small quantity of resin to fix the G10 disc. Be very 
careful in avoiding to put the resin in the cave where the viton O-Ring, for the 
vacuum sealing of the welding flange, will be located. 

 
• Let the resin dry for 6 hour, always keeping the KF25 welding flange in 

vertical position. 
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• Turn the KF25 welding flange upside down, and fill with the Epoxy resin the 

room temperature side, up about 3 mm from the border. The compound must 
be very fluid in order to easily penetrate in the holes assuring a perfect 
sealing, realizing a good vacuum tight transition. If the resin is not fluid 
enough, one can warm it according to the including instructions sheet. In 
figure 4 a schematic of the complete assembly is shown. 

 

 
FIG. 3: Heliax FSJ4-50B with removed external jacket and holes on the corrugations 

 
FIG. 4: Longitudinal view of a complete cable assembly 

 
• Wait 24 hour to let the epoxy resin completely dry and then perform a 

vacuum leak test. If the vacuum leak test is passed (the pressure of 10-8 mbar 
is normally reached inside the cable with no leaks observed), perform a 
transmission test using a network analyzer. The cable is good if it does not 
show any appreciable difference with the unperturbed coaxial cable. 
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The measurement of the attenuation introduced to the signal by a six-meters long 

modified cable vs frequency can be observed in figure 5, where the reflection loss, 
measured by an HP 8719 C Network Analyzer, of the cable left open is shown. From the 
graph we can see that the attenuation at 700 MHz, for example, is: 

 
 

       (1) 
 
where S11 is the cable reflection loss measured in dB, L the cable length, and Att is the 
signal attenuation introduced. This data is consistent with the attenuation showed in the 
Andrew data sheet3), that is 9.66 dB/100 m. 
 

 
FIG. 5: Cable attenuation vs. frequency 
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A close view of the cable placed inside the welding flange filled with the epoxy resin 

is shown in figure 6, while in figure 7 the cable assembly is shown into the KF40 
connection on the cryostat upper flange. A side view of the cryostat upper flange showing 
the RF feedthrough placement is shown in figure 8. 

 

 
FIG. 6: Close view of the Heliax cable inside the welding flange 

 

 
FIG. 7: View of the cable inside the connection on the cryostat upper flange 
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FIG. 8: Side view of the cryostat upper flange showing the RF connection 

 
3 CONCLUSIONS 

Our cable feedthroughs have been successfully used in our vertical test facility 
transmitting RF power up to nearly 200 W without any problem. Six cables have been 
fabricated in our lab for the TTF test facility at DESY, and are currently successfully used 
to test the TTF 1300 MHZ 9 cell cavities. One cable has been also fabricated for the 
Jefferson Lab., Newport News, VA (USA) to be employed in the SNS SC cavity vertical 
test facility. 
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